
Mobile Computer Cart Rental Solutions

Add-On Data provides healthcare organizations with the option to rent high-quality carts in a variety of configurations

from the industry’s leading manufacturers. With over 1000 carts currently in our rental fleet we can create a rental

program that is ideally suited for your needs. Our reputation has been built one satisfied customer at a time, and we are

committed to building many more long-term relationships. 

Why Rent Refurbished Carts?

Hospitals, healthcare facilities, medical practices, and other organizations, both large and small, are not immune to

economic uncertainty and significant reimbursement challenges. These uncertain conditions make long or short term

rentals a viable option for many.

You may want to consider a Mobile Cart Rental if you: 

� Insufficient time to install wall arm workstations

� Not sure what brand of cart will ultimately best suit the needs of the organization

� New equipment funding unavailable, but equipment need is great

� Unsure how many are actually necessary

Our Carts Include: 

� Next Day, On Site Parts and Labor Coverage

� All carts tested and certified by factory trained Add-On Data personal

Point of Care Rentals
Trusted Technology Partner
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Our experienced professionals can turn your healthcare

technology investments into a powerful advantage. 

Learn More. Call Add-On Data Today!

Point of Care System and Peripheral Rentals

The need for rental point of care equipment is rarely limited to carts only. Add-On

Data offers their entire line of point of care equipment as a rental item. 

� Thin clients

� Monitors

� Thermal printers

� Barcode scanners

� High gain antennas

Experience

Add-On Data healthcare professionals have more than 30 years experience

implementing mobile computing systems within hospitals and healthcare

facilities. Benefit from our thorough understanding of hospital processes and

clinician workflow, Add-On Data helps bridge the gap between technology and

patient bedside. The end result for you and your organization is seamless

technology and better patient care.


